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Ecological Justice
There have emerged, over the past couple of decades, at least three distinctive environmentaldevelopmental discourses that seem to apply equally well, though with different implications, in
industrialised and Third World countries: neoliberalism, sustainable development and
environmental justice.
•

Environmental Justice – Situates environmental struggles in a socio-economic context, asking
questions about equitable distribution of resources and ethics, often articulated by ‘rights’
arguments by women’s, peasants, indigenous communities, the urban poor and labour. Connects
climate change with concrete, specific struggles over fossil fuel exploitation, pollution,
health, food, water, access to energy and so forth – including oil spills, fracking,
deforestation.

•

Climate Justice - Focuses on on the interrelationships between, and addresses the roots
causes of, the social injustice, ecological destruction and economic domination
perpetrated by the underlying logics of pro-growth capitalism’. Highlights “principles of
democratic accountability and participation, ecological sustainability and social justice and their
combined ability to provide solutions to climate change.

•

Social and Economic Justice – Society has never been as unequal – while ostentatious wealth
is still growing.. To face social injustice it is fundamental to face environmental destruction
and the injustice inherent to it. It is not one or the other; it is both at the same time. The
ttwo – along with consumerism – wont be solved in isolation.

The problem with all three: ‘there is no justice’
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Ecological Footprint – Developed North accounts
for 80% of resources and carbon footprint
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Debt owed to the Global South
• ‘Ecological debt is the debt accrued by Northern, industrial

countries towards Third World countries because of resource
plundering, environmental damages and the occupation of
environmental space.’
Types
• ‘the ecological debt owed by the global North to the South for direct
extraction of the natural means of production or livelihood of nonindustrial peoples (the focus of postcolonial and of ecological politics)
• the embodied debt owed North and South to unpaid reproductive
workers who provide use values and regenerate the conditions of
production, including the future labour force of capitalism (the focus of
ecofeminism)
• the social debt owed by capitalist employers for surplus value extracted
from the labouring bodies and minds of industrial, service, and enslaved
workers (the focus of socialism).’
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Who owes?
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Fault lines complicating a ’critical mass’ in the
global movement for environmental justice
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Development vs Environment
rights
Individual vs Collective rights
Big NGOs, MANGO’S vs social
movements
Power of corporations and tacit
support by governments
Modern and postmodern
’developmental’ approaches i.e.
ecosystem preservation with
ulterior motives; indigenous
knowledge appropriation under
guise of ‘alternative
development’
A non-growth economy does not
guarantee a sustainability
Western perceptions – and
privilege
Clash of world views =
Cosmovisions?
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Major issues overlap in multiple crises
of civilisation
• Effects of development, under-development and unequal
development – From colonialism, SAPS and now neocolonialism
and austerity
• Neoliberal policies – From Green Revolution to Green Economy
• Financialisation of ecological services & unequal trade
• Major extractive drive – From industrial accumulation to peak
everything – confronting ’commodity frontiers’
• Widespread land grabs – especially in the Global South, where most
of the biodiversity and remaining resources converge – and
dispossession
of the Global Commons
• The erosion of democracy
• CLIMATE CRISIS
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Population living on less than US $10
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What is Rights of Nature/Mother Earth?
“….For millennia legal systems around the
world have treated land and nature as
“property”…..By recognizing rights of nature in its
constitution, Ecuador - and a growing number of
communities elsewhere– are basing their
environmental protection systems on the premise
that nature has inalienable rights, just as humans
do.”
Cormac Cullinan

• This premise is a radical but – almost natural departure from the assumption that nature is
property under the law.
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The nature-society split
Western ‘modern philosophy’ and systemsis based on a separation between humans and society;
and on the other nature and science - neither accountable to the other.
Always constructs the ‘Other’ – women, nature, black people, indigenous peoples – to be exploited freely for
production.
This problem is at the bottom of many of the problems we have with making democracy more meaningful and to
ensure that transnational capital is accountable. Environmental crimes is virtually built into the system – making the
plundering of resources ‘legal’.
Most other societies – outside the Western world – have very different perceptions and don’t see such a split between
nature and society - in fact it is seen as indivisible and tied to each other with complex relationships. There are many
diffferences between groups on how they then describe the world, but they are more similar than not.
To attain environmental, climate, ecological and social justice – for this generation and the next seven generations at
least – we need to talk again why we want to be modern and developed. And Buen v
Vivir – and our Ubuntu – is giving us a metaphor for doing so.

Intra-generational equity “is concerned with the equitable distribution of
Environmental ’well-being’ and benefits from developmental, social and cultural activities. In this
sense intra-generational equity attempts to achieve justice between nations.
In particular, intra-generational equity attempts to achieve justice between
rich and poor nations. It requires that there be an equitable distribution of
resources and burdens among the world population”.
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Rights to a healthy environment (Rights of
Mother Earth) vs Rights to development
’Just transition’ to a low carbon world – demanded by
labour movements.
Many definitions for what would be ’just’ and what
would constitute ‘low carbon’.
However, significant agreement around the ILO
definition for a Just Transition.
“the conceptual framework in which the labour
movement captures the complexities of the
transition towards a low-carbon and climate
resilient economy, highlighting public policy needs
and aiming to maximize benefits and minimize
hardships for workers and their communities in this
transformation.” (ILO, 2010)
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Rights of Mother Earth
• Amerindian cosmovision/s
• Re-emerged in various struggles from
Ecuador, Colombia, Bolivia, Peru,
Chile, Venzuela in last few decades
• Pachamama & Buen Vivir/
Sumak Kawsay – ’Good Living’
• Closely linked to the land – territories
& community self-determination
• Ecuador first to enshrine in its new
constitution – Bolivia and Venezuela.
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’Rights of Mother Earth’
Disaster in climate politics at COP15 in Copenhagen inspired 2010 meeting in Cochabamba, Bolivia
convened by Evo Morales - over 30 000 people and the adoption of the Universal Declaration on the
Rights of Mother Earth – endorses indigenous Amazonian cosmovision :Pachamama & Buen
Vivir/Sumak Kuwzay

Demands include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

A 50 percent reduction of domestic greenhouse gas emissions by developed countries by 2020.
Stabilizing greenhouse gas concentrations at 1°C average world temperature rise.
The obligation of developed countries to honor their climate debt toward developing countries and
our Mother Earth.
Providing financial resources equal to 6 percent of gross domestic product (GDP) by developed
countries to help confront the climate change crisis. Promoting the establishment of an
International Climate and Environmental Justice Tribunal.
Consideration of a World Referendum on Climate Change that allows the people to decide what
will be done about this issue, which is of vital importance to the future of humanity and Mother
Implementing measures for recognizing the rights of Indigenous Peoples in accordance with the
United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and applicable universal human
rights instruments and agreements. This includes respect for the knowledge and rights of
indigenous peoples; their rights to lands, territories, and resources, and their full and effective
participation, with their free, prior, and informed consent.
Protecting and recognizing the rights and needs of forced climate migrants.
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main losers:
Central America,
central South America,
the Arabian Peninsula,
Southeast Asia and
much of Africa
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FOUR BIG IDEAS:
• Nature should be granted rights that protect the
ecosystem from “annihilation”
• Those who violate those rights and other international
agreements should face a “Climate Justice Tribunal’
• Poor countries should receive compensation for a crisis
they are facing, but had to role in creating (Climate
Debt)
• And that there should be a mechanism for people
around the world to express their views on these topics
(World People’s Referendum on Climate Change).
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Why Rights
of Mother Earth?
Starting to frame a new Cosmovision:
A coherent GLOBAL SOUTH solution to problems
created by the Western paradigm –
inherently challenges Western ’modernist’, scientific and growth
paradigms and assumptions, which separate ‘nature’ and ‘society’;
•
•
•
•
•

Its appeal to ‘justice’ makes it more attuned to social justice activism,
which emphasizes both rights and duties of ecologically sustainable
societies;
Takes a fundamental, materially embedded structural stand in finding
a Climate solution where the multi-lateral processes have collapsed;
A positive vision for ’restoration of the commons’ beyond race, class –
bringing together social, economic, climate and environmental justice
demands; .
Gives voice to indigenous knowledges and ontologies – and
conceptions of territorial space/place - as alternatives and an inherent right.
Property rights can no longer trump other rights
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Resource Curse
Latin American
contradiction
Uneven Development
Basic Human Rights remain
unfulfilled

• Takes on power imbalances
created by TNC’s and the
enclosure of the commons –
’accummulation by disposession’;
• Diagnoses the core problem of overexploitation of nature as the
dysfunctional relationship between
nature and humans as a result of
industrialization and its overconsumption and production; as well
as the structural imbalances and
injustices in the global economic,
legal and governance systems;
• Challenges the fundamentals of
reigning legal systems that
promote exploitation of nature –
legalizes ecocide
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Legal
‘Game-breaking’
strategy?
Currently most legal systems only recognise humans and corporations as being
legal subjects capable of having legal ’personhood’ rights – which allows
them to bulldoze or bribe communities.
Human Rights and the Rights of Nature/Mother Earth are not in conflict – they
are indivisible. Human rights are meaningless in a devastated
environment.
Suggests we don’t have to choose between “development” and a “healthy
environment”. Both are necessary to fulfil our human rights. This is about
creating a common language to make this clear.
Informed by the understanding that addressing each environmental issue and
its related social impacts, separately, will not bring about the degree of societal
change that is necessary to respond adequately to major challenges such as
global climate change.
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Critiques of Earth ’Rights’ at
Cochabamba
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Omited the demand: ’Leave the Oil in the Soil’, ’Leave the Coal in the Hole’
Inadvertently promotes NIMBY’sm instead of NOPE – Ecuador?
Tensions with Basic Human Rights and Needs; Right to Development particularly in African context.
Challenges in breaking the ‘rights’ discourse out of the neoliberal legal
and governance system
No trust in global and multi-lateral governance institutions to implement
demands – ie. UNFCCC, UNEP, ‘Western’ & International Human Rights
Institutions, TTO bias against environment.
Climate framing of demands limits environmental justice potential, enabling
’false’ techno-fixes
Capitalism not the only cause of Climate Change – postponement of
ecological breakdown
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Critiques
• Mesa 18 & Klimaforum – Ignores national contradictions;
underestimates power dimension; extractivism for
development vs indigenous livelihoods – as it is now
manifesting in ‘Latin American contradiction’
Three dimensions of power: Class analysis of Climate Change – Direct
Action – significance of solidarity - organisation from below
• European countries are unlikely to accept core demands – i.e.
global referendum, reparations (who will benefit and who will
disperse?) & radical emissions reductions
• Unnecessary overlaps with existing networks – reducing
critical mass potential of the Global Movement
• Remains anthropocentric/anthropomorphic in essence.
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Africa and the Rights of Mother Earth
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Universal Declaration on the Rights of Mother Earth” endorsed by various
African civil society organisations, eg. Climate Justice Now, Pan African Climate
Justice Alliance and southern African faith bodies: as the only viable climate
justice antidote to ‘false solutions’ to sustainable development, environmental and
growth-development problems.
One of the Universal Declaration authors, South Africa environmental lawyer,
Cormac Cullinan, drafted a Draft People’s Charter for Africa in 2011 for
consultation on the COP17 Climate Train – an attempt to engage the people of
Africa and mobilise them around climate justice ahead of 17th UNFCCC in Durban.
Emerging themes from the discussion with communities across South Africa
include:
A need for both universal/global and regional engagement around the principles of
the Universal Declaration and draft Charter;
communities should decide for themselves;
the need for new systems and learning from other regions;
reflections on the failure of contemporary legal systems,
Need for cooperative ventures across networks – class, race, gender
capitalism and the power of corporations, especially extractive industries.
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Draft People’s Charter for
Africa: Core Principles
The Earth is sacred
Each has a right to its place in the
community
All shall live well
A giving for every taking
Healing shall replace exploitation

Communities shall decide for themselves
Communities shall protect themselves
Life before property and profit
Those that harm Earth shall be held
accountable
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Earth Democracy Cooperative
Principles:
Co-operative values
Solidarity
Responsibility to the ’Earth Community’ – all « beings »
Justice – inter- and intra- generational, inter-species,
restorative
Integrity
Challenges:
• Overlap with other networks – a problem also highlighted with the Rights
approach in Cochabamba
• Different perceptions/political and theoretical positions on environmental and
climate justice – i.e. Deep Green individualist vs Ecosocialism – race/class/gender
• Resources for targeted activism and linking with African struggles continentally
• Government interference, faith communities
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Other Earth Rights voices
•

Vandana Shiva – Earth Democracy - originated in protecting communities against
eco-piracy and the Green Revolution; inspired by Ghandi’s Satyagraha (non-violent
civil disobedience to struggle against injustice); seeds « embodies diversity, freedom
to stay alive & the commons »

•

Increasing embrace of Earth Rights among indigenous groups and communities in
Canada and north America – against tar-sands and oil-pipeline

•

European justice activists– Italy, Romania, Germany – push for RoN.

•

Prominent in Ecofeminist dialogues

•

‘Not only a Third World Ecosocialist fantasy’: New Zealand constitutionally
enshrined rights of its major river, effectively endorsing Earth Rights ---BUT not
helping much with latest invasive and destructive oil exploration
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Increasingly Social Movements, women’s and peasant groups are seeing
even such a ‘just transition’ as a technofix within which does not
transcend the inherent contradictions in capitalism and are demanding an
alternative to ‘false solutions’ (eg. Green Economy, Green Revolution,
Extractivism, ‘Biopiracy).
Argues that they constiute a ‘meta-industrial’ class whose labour is not
accounted for in conventional and some socialist systems. Women still
produces most of the world’s food. Seventy percent of single-headed
households in South Africa are women.
Suggesting models of eco-sufficiency (rather than eco-effeciency) ‘imply
local autonomy and resource sovereignty – and by these means, global
justice. But because the capitalist system is at the same time a patriarchal
system, the delivery of justice must be sex/gendered’.
‘Peasant agriculture cools down the planet’ – Via Campesina
Alternatives must be based on an « embodied materialism » in which the
metabolic and philosophical schism between society and nature is
actively countered through eco-sufficnecy, Earth Democracy, Rights of
Mother Earth, restoring and commons and the Right to the City.
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•

•

•

•

•

Rights of Nature = Rights of Mother
Earth?

Western ’modern’ Enlightenment perceptions often understand some of
the underlying concepts very differently to most people in the rest of
the world – as pointed out earlier. It is not clear whether we can bridge
this divide in the Earth Rights approach – and neither through the
Commons discourse.
Natural Rights: Western Discourse since BC broader rights - Based On The
Notion Of ‘Natural Law’ and Inherent Human ‘Sense’ Of Right And Wrong &
The Common Good – Became Outmoded By The 17th Century.
Anthropocentric, Often Transcendental.
Earth Centred Law: Earth-centred, All Species Considered Protected By
The Common Principle Of ’Care’ – Expanded Stewardship Of The Earth.
Fundamental Rights For Species. Restorative Justice. Community Ecological
Governance. Commons. Earth Seen As Having Value In Itself: Should Be
Preserved Regardless Of Human Values It May Represent.
Wild Law: Bringing In Political Aspects Of Earth Centred Law Into Formal
Existing Jurisprudence, Recognising That Formal Law Cannot Recognise
The Intimate Relationship Between Humans And The Earth.
The Great Jurisprudence: Theologian Thomas Berry – A Great Law For All
Beings And Entities In The Universe - Earth As Communion Of Subjects,
Rather Than Objects. The Universe Is The Primary Law-giver, Not Human
Legal Systems.
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Earth Rights/Rights of Nature: Western
discourse
• A Global Alliance for the Rights of Nature has been established which is
working with governments and local authorities to implement its
principles on the ground.
• US, Australia, New Zealand, assisting indigenous rights’ alliances in the
Americas and elsewhere.
• Works with the Community Environmental Legal Defence Fund, which
promotes Community Rights and International Rights of Nature Campaigns
and assist with local ordinances to make the rights enforceable, mainly visà-vis transnational corporations (TNCs). Over 150 counties have adopted
Rights of Nature ordinances.
• The Global Alliance further called on the UN for a deeper discussion on
Mother Earth Rights and its potential for a just transition and appealed on
countries worldwide to adopt the approach.
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Underlying differences
• Immanent versus transcendent
• Different ontological and ideological
approaches West/Global South
• Power imbalance – exacerbated by
neoliberalism and hegemonic dominance
• International law also ambivalent
• Rights discourse under fire – commons vs
rights
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’Rights’
o Human Rights have come a long way since slavery
and universal franchise – class, race & gender
o Full incorporation of social, economic and cultural
rights not being fulfilled - despite progressive new
constitutions i.e. South Africa, Latin America and
Eastern Europe & Global institution.

o Ecocide – Fifth international
‘crime against humanity’?
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’Rights’
• Rights imply a power imbalance.
• Implies obligation and measures to correct
that: to heal, restore.
• A deterrent to discourage harmful practices
• Rights imply responsibilities
• Equity and redistribution/welfare
underpinned by human rights framework
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Rights as governance
• Neoliberal turn eroded strong government and
accountability mechanisms
• Courts and international law/multilateral organisations
as alternative also eroded
• Corporations amassed new ‘rights’ without appropriate
obligations, such as ‘personhood’ rights, while only
being accountable to shareholders
• Ignore or contest mandatory obligations; paying lip
service and minimum compliance with voluntary CSR &
Transparency
• Only a few avenues in international law and
jurisprudence that allow taking corporations on.
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Rights not always Right (or Left)
• Complex rights such as environmental rights are difficult to
implement and police – new ‘environmental criminology’ emerging.
• In South Africa, despite progressive Constitution, very few socioeconomic cases, due to self-restriction by the court itself, and the
poor deterred by the deferent way these cases are treated.
• Limited as a counter strategy to neoliberal ‘green’ solutions – as
the erosion of rights-based language and obligations in the
process leading to the 2012 RIO+20 showed. (Special HR
rapporteurs protested publicly, water rights curtailed)
• Questions about whether rights as a narrative in class struggle for
the environment can ‘trump the market’ or actually captures
activism within the system, putting it on a par with the
financialisation and commodification of nature.
• Does not necessarily – seldom – have progressive outcomes
within the context of neoliberal economics and governance.
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’South Africa’s dash of cold water on the right
to water’- Prof. Patrick Bond
Experience of activitsts fighting against
water privatisation:
• individualist: private/familial instead
of public/political
• consumption-oriented, without
linkages to production and ecology
• framed not to resist but to legitimise
neoliberalism
• unable to transcend society’s class
structure, and thus in the process it
distracted activists from potentially
more serious strategies to dismantle
class divisions through redistribution
and reparations
• technicist, thus alienating the mass
base and society in general

•

•

•

•

•

guilty of making mass-based organisations
the ‘client’ which in the process became
‘domesticated’ – e.g. told to halt protests
during litigation
subject to the ‘watering down’ of rights,
given South African Constitutional clauses
of ‘progressive realisation’, and of
‘reasonable’ measures ‘within available
resources’
tempting for scholar-activists to follow its
legal alleyways, which in turn distracted
from a more transformative route to
politics
dangerous in class-power terms, insofar as
judges are amongst society’s most
conservative elites
reflective of the overall problem that even
liberal-democratic capitalism won’t deliver
basic-needs goods to poor people.
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’I am because of other people’
vs
’I am because I think’
African ethics have the potential to make an important contribution to the resolution
of global environmental crises such as climate change.
Values and believe systems about nature and relationships with our ecosystems are
deeply embedded in African traditions.
The African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights reflects Ubuntu via aspects of
customary law – along with the Right to Development – in a way that illustrate the
interdependence between communities – suggesting that » individual rights cannot
be meaningfully exercised in isolation of broader community rights ».

“… Africa yet possesses in its own traditional culture the roots of an ethical paradigm
to solve the current environmental crisis. This is an ethic of an interdependence of
individuals within the larger society to which they belong and to the environment on
which they all depend. This ethic is based on the concepts of Ukama (Shona) and
Ubuntu/Botho (Zulu, Xhosa, Sotho and Tswana) - Munyaradzi Murove
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Ubuntu and Rights
Umuntu ngumuntu ngabantu ngabantu –
“A person is a person because of other people.”
SA’s interim constitution incorporated Ubuntu as an
ethical directive – an intention to imbed its values:
‘Healing, reconciliation
& unity’ - As ‘promise,
Monument & memorial’ –
Druscilla Cornell
This was not retained in the
1996 Constitution.
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African example
Venda, South Africa
Coal for Medupi, Minerals-Energy Complex (MEC)

Mapungubwe, most ancient kingdom in southern Africa

Extreme poverty & Climate effects

Ogoni, Niger Delta
Oil rich – resource curse

Under-development and poverty

Environmental degradation

Two oil spills per day

Indigenous response emerging:
Local responses since 1980s:
Dzomu la Mupo (All of creation)founded:
Direct appeals to government
Women’s organisations trying to resuscitate tradition, to
protect Zwifho (the source of life).
Networking with progressive social movements and NGO’s
Earth Democarcy Cooperative founder member - promote
African ‘Rights of Mother Earth’
Ubuntu & Ukama – I am because we are

’keep the
coal in the hole’

From peaceful protest to ’war’
Peaceful protests
Ken Saro-Wiwa & demands for self-determination
Government and corporative killings
Environmental Rights Action founded
Global litigation - Alien Tort Claims Act (ATCA) defeated,
Rights of Mother Earth case against Shell Oil going ahead in
Ecuador.

Ogonisisation
Eti Uwen – good life

‘keep the oil in the soil’
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Rights and the Commons?
Global Commons:
Water, Sea, Air-atmosphere, rainforests, biodiversity, knowledge, ideas
– a global struggle
Africa: Local and
90% of land proclaimed as state land, used as communal land by
millions. Recent land grabs saw up to 70% of this land ‘privatised’ –
mostly 99 year leases granted by state or chiefs, effectively
disposessing 4/5 generations. Invasion through megaprojects and
extractive industries increasing exponentially – Vale, Mozambique Marikana – acid mine drainage – fossil fuels – rise in big hydro projects
and water theft – oil carnage – ‘chemical warfare’ in Green Revolution,
fracking, deforestation.

•

Southern Africa’s commons “are suffering a triple fate” –
privatization and “elite capture”, collapsing common property
regimes and the imposition of profitability mechanisms to
maximize sustainability or production. (Hara et al. 2009: 533)
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